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Outline 
•  Gaia 

–  Background on the mission; capabilities; science 

•  Many questions for Galactic science 
–  The acretion history 
–  The Galactic potential  



Launch december 19, 2013 







Current data release plans (Launch + nMonths): 5 year mission 

• L+22M: Positions + G magnitude (all sky, single stars) 
• Includes more often scanned Ecliptic pole regions 
• Simultaneous two-color photometry release still under study 
• Hundred Thousand Proper Motions (Hipparcos-Gaia, 50 �as/yr) 

• L+28M: radial velocities for bright stars and full astrometry where available. 

• L+40M: full astrometry, orbital solutions, (GBP � GRP), some BP/RP 
spectrophotometry and astrophysical parameters, radial velocities, RVS 
spectra 

• L+65M: Updates on previous release — including more sources, source 
classifications, multiple astrophysical parameters, variable star solutions and 
epoch photometry for them, solar system results 
• End+3yr: Everything 





The Galactic merger history 

•  Stars retain memory of origin: Orbits; chemical abundances; age distrib 
–  trace internal evolution  
–  mergers leave imprints in remnant: phase-space substructure 

Helmi, Cooper et al. (2010) 

•  Merger history: 
• Tests of cosmological model 
• How many objects? When? 
• What characteristics?  
• Assembly of Milky Way and 
characteristics of Universe at very 
early times 



Outer Stellar halo: spatial substructure 
-  Substructure common in the halo (SDSS, 2MASS…) 

-> mergers 
       -> Broad, diffuse streams (large progenitors? …but beware of biases) 

       overdensities -> nature not always clear 

Belokurov et al 2007 



Inner Galaxy: kinematic substructure  
!  More interesting:  

!  location of large majority of stars  

!  Mixing timescales are short  
!  Debris no longer spatially coherent 
!  Memory is retained in kinematics 

Velocity space 
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Velocity space 

A galaxy disrupted 
very early on    
in our own 
backyard 



Helmi et al. 2011 Cooper et al. 2010 

Stellar halo formation in 
the Aquarius simulations  



Aquarius on the sky 
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Inner halo (d < 10 kpc): very smooth (triaxial in shape) 
Substructure apparent at d > 10 kpc and dominant at d > 30-50 kpc 
Anisotropically distributed (coherent in dist): infall pattern! 



Stellar halos at d ~ 10-30 kpc 

Broad/diffuse features 
dominant 

Narrow streams also 
present 

Sgr and O-stream visible in 
the Aq-A sky! 

Helmi, Cooper et al. 2010 



The Aquarius “field of streams” 

Helmi, Cooper et al. 2009 



The Aquarius “field of streams” 

Helmi, Cooper et al. 2009 

Streams from different 
progenitors may follow 
similar paths on sky  

24 different objects contribute to this field 
M* ~ 103 Msun (orange) upto 9 x 107 Msun (purple) 



Inner/nearby stellar halo in Aquarius   
•  Few objects contribute here: 75% of stars near Sun from 3-5 parents 

•  Memory in kinematics (despite “chaotic” build-up)  
–  ~ 400 streams crossing Solar neighbourhood 
–  2/3 of stars in volume are in “massive” streams 
–  1/3 of stars on chaotic orbits -> streams no longer identifiable 

G
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!  Better spaces to look for 
clustering -> conserved 
quantities: Energy vs Lz   

!  Lumps/structures visible for 
each accreted galaxy 

    

“Conserved” quantities/ 
Integrals of motion 

Gomez et al. 2010c 



Stellar halo 

•  Distribution on the sky: anisotropic at large radii 

•  New surveys likely to find (most) substructures in same regions as SDSS 

•  Reflects infall pattern of material; relation to large scale environment around galaxy 

•  Inner stellar halos are older: by age and dynamically  
–  contain unique clues about early galactic history 
–  Much (kinematic) substructure expected when full phase-space information is available 



Constraints on the Milky Way’s 
mass and scale radius in the Gaia era 

Robyn Sanderson 



Streams, orbits and gravitational 
potentials  

•  As satellite galaxy disrupts, stars      
 delineate nearly an orbit 

•  Mapping streams constrains  
–  Present-day spatial distribution (density and shape): consistent with cosmology? 

•  Sagittarius for the shape: Ibata et al. 2001; Helmi 2004; Johnston et al. 2005; Law et al. 2010  

–  Total mass (amount of dark matter; cosmological context) 
•  Johnston et al. 1999; Peñarrubia 2012, Binney & Eyre; Sanders & Binney 

–  Granularity (critical test of CDM) 
•  Johnston et al. 2002; Yoon et al. 2011; Carlberg 2012/2013… 

–  Time-evolution 
•  Peñarrubia et al. 2005; Gomez & Helmi 2010… 

K
. Johnston  



The stellar halo and its many streams 
•  With Gaia: many streams with 

different orbital properties 

•  Should be used simultaneously 
to constrain potential 

•  What is best way to do this? 

Helmi et al. 2011 Sanderson et al. in prep 



Streams in action-angle space 

•  Action-angle evolution is 
simple: streams spread out 
in angle but maintain the 
actions 

•  Actions should be clustered, 
even if potential changed 
with time 

•  Maximal clustering in the 
right potential 

Sanderson et al. in prep 



Relative clustering in action-angle space: 
Kullback-Liebler Divergence 

•  Quantify clustering using Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD)  
–  p(x) is df of actions in right potental, and q(x) is comparison distribution 

Sanderson et al. in prep 

Clumpier distribution = 
larger relative entropy"
DKL = 1.1"

Smoother distribution = 
smaller relative entropy"
DKL = 0.4"



IAUS 298, Lijiang, May 18, 2013"

Constructing a mock Milky Way stellar halo"

Integrate for 
 random

 N
orb 

Convolve with 
Gaia errors for 

KIII giants (MV=1) 



Constructing a mock Milky Way stellar halo"



Streams in action-angle space 
•  Action-clustering maximally apparent for right potential 
•  Gaia errors blur quantities but clustering still present 

•  To find best-fit potential: 
 STEP 1: KLD as a clustering estimator 

–  find for which M and b KLD is maximal compared to shuffled distributions 

 STEP II: use KLD as a log-likelihood 
–  It is minimal for “right” input values, and positive otherwise. We compute KLD for different 

parameter values, and Hessian of KLD around {M, b} from Step I gives uncertainties. 
Sanderson et al. in prep 



IAUS 298, Lijiang, May 
18, 2013 

Fitting parameters using the KLD 
  I. Finding the most clustered distribution 

1.  Calculate J(a) for each star given a = {M, b} 
2.  Shuffle L and Lz values of stars -> Jshuf(a) 
3.  Calculate DKL[f(J | a) || f(Jshuf | a)] by density estimation 
4.  Find a0 that maximizes DKL 

Sanderson et al. in prep 



Maximizing DKL recovers the correct potential 

Sanderson et al. in prep 



•  Explore neighborhood of  best 
values from Step I to get the log-
likelihoods  

•  Some degeneracy between mass 
and scale radius 

•  Overall well constrained  

DKL as log-likelihood to constrain � parameters 

Sanderson et al. in prep 



Performance improves with increasing Nstream 

Nstream = 25 Nstream = 5 

Nstream = 15 Nstream = 39 

Sanderson et al. in prep 



Summary 

•  Future 
•  Test more realistic potentials, and explore triaxiality, various components, 

degeneracies 
•  Effect of time-dependent mass/shape 

•  (Nearly) ready for the analysis of the Gaia data by mid 2016! 

•  Stellar halo built up from streams orbiting isochrone spherical potential 
•  Maximizing DKL of action distribution recovers the input potential 

•  Gaia precision (δπ/π < 0.2, δvr < 10 km/s) is sufficient 
•  Expected number of MW streams is enough 
•  Stream membership info not required  




